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An efficient bifunctional two-component catalyst
for oxygen reduction and oxygen evolution in
reversible fuel cells, electrolyzers and
rechargeable air electrodes†
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Peter Strasser*

We report on a non-precious, two-phase bifunctional oxygen

reduction and evolution (ORR and OER) electrocatalyst with pre-

viously unachieved combined roundtrip catalytic reactivity and

stability for use in oxygen electrodes of unitized reversible fuel

cell/electrolyzers or rechargeable metal–air batteries. The combined

OER and ORR overpotential, total, at 10 mA cm�2 was a record low

value of 0.747 V. Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) measurements

revealed a high faradaic selectivity for the 4 electron pathways, while

subsequent continuous MEA tests in reversible electrolyzer cells

confirmed the excellent catalyst reactivity rivaling the state-of-the-art

combination of iridium (OER) and platinum (ORR).

Electrochemical energy storage based on the interconversion of

renewable electricity and molecular fuels (solar fuels) and solid

state structures (aqueous metal–air cells) invariably involves the

oxygen/water redox system supplying and consuming water,

protons, electrons and oxygen. This is why efficient catalysts for

the oxygen evolution reaction (OER: 4OH�-O2 + 2H2O + 4e�) and

the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR: O2 + 2H2O + 4e�- 4OH�)

are critical.1–4 Combining the two functionalities in one single

bifunctional oxygen redox electrode would greatly simplify the

design of energy conversion devices or enhance the mobility and

power-to-weight ratio. This plays an important role in spacecraft,

aircraft, and ground transportation applications. Active oxygen

redox catalysts such as IrO2 or Pt are rare and expensive, which is

why the development of efficient non-precious oxygen catalysts

is of interest.5–10 The layered double hydroxide of Ni and Fe

(‘‘NiFe-LDH’’) is known to be one of the most active non-noble

OER catalysts in alkaline solution.5,11–26 In contrast, nitrogen-

doped carbon materials are promising non-precious candidates

for the ORR.27–30 Rather than exploring suitable bifunctional

catalytic surface sites, or designing two distinct active sites on

the same substrate, we propose the facile heterogeneous mixing

of either material to obtain a two-phase bifunctional catalyst. This

was shown for noble metal catalysts of iridium and platinum.31,32

Recently, non-precious metal mixtures of Mn–Co oxides and

carbon nanotubes have been tested.33 Realizing that a two-

component surface is necessary for highly active bifunctional

catalysts,34,35 in this contribution, we designed two-component

NiFe-LDH – Fe–N–C catalysts resulting in today’s most efficient

bifunctional oxygen electrodes in 0.1 M KOH. Amutual improving

effect between the two components in the two-phase structure

with distinct neighbouring active sites appears key to the observed

performance.

Using a fast microwave-assisted solvothermal one-pot syn-

thesis route (Fig. S1, ESI†), we prepared a carbon-supported

crystalline NiFe-LDH catalyst material in a Ni/Fe ratio of

B3.6 (Ni0.78Fe0.22(OH)x) and a metal loading of B37 wt%.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern (Fig. 1) is consistent with

the data-based reflections of layered double hydroxides (JCPDS:

00-014-0191), but with slightly higher interlayer distances.36

TEM images of NiFe-LDH/C show very small (B2–4 nm)

plates presumably representing NiFe-LDH flakes. SAED revealed

instability of the LDH phase under TEM working conditions
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Broader context

The transformation of our existing fossil fuel-based energy systems into

renewable fuel-based ones will require advances and innovations from

chemistry and catalysis science. In particular, efficient, low cost and

abundant catalysts for the two-way conversion of electricity into, as well as

the generation of electricity from high-energy molecules, such as molecular

hydrogen, will be critical. ‘‘One way’’ hydrogen-based devices that facilitate

these chemical processes, such as fuel cells and electrolyzers, typically

depend on catalyst materials that are high in price and low in abundance,

like platinum and iridium oxide. Earth-abundant bifunctional catalysts, on

the other hand, that can act as ‘‘two-way’’ catalysts and combine the fuel

cell as well as the electrolyzer functions would allow the design of compact

(reversible) unitized regenerative fuel cells (URFC). Here, we report on a

facile design concept, and the synthesis, activity, selectivity and device

performance of bifunctional oxygen electrode (oxygen reduction and

oxygen evolution) catalysts. Deployed in gas diffusion electrodes, our

heterogeneous two-component catalysts display previously unachieved

bifunctional catalytic activity.
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(high vacuum and e�-beam) since only NiO (JCPDS: 03-065-2901),

possibly mixed with FeO (JCPDS: 01-077-2355), was detected.

Furthermore, NiFe-LDH/C showed graphene features as shown

in Fig. 1e which evolved from the carbon black support. The

Fe–N–C material was synthesized using aniline polymerization in

the presence of FeCl3, followed by repetitive annealing and acid

leaching to dissolve the residual Fe species, which may block the

active sites in the catalyst material (see the ESI† and Fig. S2).37

The XRD pattern showed largely graphene reflections (JCPDS:

98-000-0231) (Fig. 1a). In fact, the graphene morphology is detected

by TEM (Fig. 1c). Additional TEM images suggest a strong amor-

phization of the remaining sample (Fig. 1b), which is in accordance

with the XRD data due to non-appearance of strong reflections.

When we mixed the samples, the XRD data reveal a two-phase

system with reflections of both samples. So we believe that the

catalyst system is a mixed two component system with separated

phases. Supporting this, TEM images show graphene features as

well as a flake like structure almost similar to the features of each of

the other samples (Fig. S8, ESI†).

Electrochemical activity

First, we investigated the OER and ORR activity in O2�-saturated

0.1 M KOH at 1600 rpm separately for both catalysts. The results

are shown in Fig. 2a and b. Linear sweep voltammetry verified

the high OER activity for NiFe-LDH/C and high ORR activity

for the Fe–N–C material. As expected, either material showed

essentially no activity for the reverse reactions: NiFe-LDH was

almost inactive for ORR and Fe–N–C for OER.

We then tested a two-component mixture of the catalysts

keeping the total catalyst loading at 0.2 mg cm�2 in all measure-

ments. Our data showed that all the beneficial features of NiFe-LDH

and Fe–N–C are fully unfolded in the mixture due to the presence of

the other component.

Fig. 2b demonstrates that the two-phase Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH

(1 : 1) sample showed a slightly higher OER activity than the

identical NiFe-LDH alone. This could be due to a higher surface

area or improved conductivity indicated by a higher Ni2+/3+

redox peak11,13,23,38 presented in Fig. S9 (ESI†), which is also

indicated by capacitive measurements in N2 presented in

Fig. S10 (ESI†). We further note that the ORR activity of the

two-phase powder catalyst, at constant OER activity, could be

significantly increased by increasing the Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH

ratio to 3 : 1 (see ‘‘Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1)’’ catalyst).

Fig. 2c shows the combined overpotentials, Ztotal = ZOER + ZORR,

of our two-phase catalysts and some previously reported materials

in a reversible oxygen electrode. The parameter Ztotal describes

the effective combined oxygen overpotential of the OER over-

potential at 10 mA cm�2 and the half-wave ORR potential (E1/2)

at �3 mA cm�2 and 1600 rpm.39,40 The evolution of reported

Ztotal values (Fig. 2c left) compared to those of the present study

(Fig. 2c right) demonstrates the superiority of our two-phase

catalysts. While in 2010 a single-phase Mn-oxide based catalyst

has been shown to have an overpotential of Ztotal = 1.04 V,

our Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) catalyst reached the value of

0.747 V � 0.006 V and thus represents the most efficient

bifunctional oxygen redox RDE activity to date. It should be

mentioned that in 2011 Liang et al. prepared Co3O4 on

N-doped graphene with a lower total overpotential of DZtotal =

0.71 V, this however in 1 M KOH, not 0.1 M KOH.41 In addition,

our material has outstanding individual OER activity with an

overpotential of 0.309 � 0.002 V vs. RHE at 10 mA cm�2. This

is a lower overpotential than that of IrO2 and is one of the best

bifunctional catalysts in 0.1 M KOH (Fig. 2c, details in Table S1,

ESI†). To explain the observed combined performance of a

physical mixture, our preliminary studies confirm34,35 that a

Fig. 1 (a) X-ray diffraction profiles of the Fe N-doped carbon catalyst
(Fe–N–C) (top), the mixture of NiFe-LDH and Fe–N–C catalysts (middle) and
the carbon-supported NiFe-layered double hydroxide catalyst (NiFe-LDH/C)
in an atomic ratio ofB3.6 (Ni0.78Fe0.22(OH)x) (bottom); (b and c) TEM images
of Fe–N–C; and (d and e) TEM images of NiFe-LDH/C.

Fig. 2 Catalytic ORR (a) and OER (b) voltammetric profile and activity of
the pure NiFe-LDH, pure Fe–N–C catalysts, and of their two-component
mixture in O2-saturated 0.1 M KOH at 5 mV s�1 scan rate, 1600 rpm
rotation speed and 0.2 mg cm�2 total catalyst loading; and (c) individual
ORR and OER, and total overpotentials for six different catalysts of this
study (right side) in comparison to the published literature (left side).
Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (X : Y) denote novel two-phase catalysts reported here.
Detailed activity values are given in Table S1 (ESI†).
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simple two-phase system provides two distinct and spatially

separated ORR and OER catalytic sites that are sufficiently homo-

geneous to act as a contiguous catalyst film, yet are spatially

separated enough not to interfere with each other. Based on our

available data, we cannot exclude the formation of special 3D

structured active sites by physical atomic proximity of OER and

ORR sites on either component, as suggested by Rossmeisl and

co-workers to overcome restrictive adsorption scaling relations.42–44

Following this track, the combination of two active sites for the

generation of amultisurface site was also suggested by Norskov et al.

as a new design paradigm for heterogeneous catalysts.45

Selectivity

Rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) measurements were carried

out to determine the ORR selectivities under alkaline conditions

(Fig. 3a). The ORR reaction diagram (Fig. 3b46–48) highlights the

direct 4e� pathway to OH� and the 2e� pathway to HO2
� which

may desorb into the solution, subsequently react in a 2e� process

to OH�, or else undergo chemical disproportionation. The ring

potential was kept at +1.2 VRHE to monitor the desorbed HO2
�

species upon its re-oxidation to oxygen at the ring (see Fig. 3c).

Almost similar to Fe–N–C the RRDE data revealed a high selec-

tivity (490% at E 4 0.2 V) towards the direct 4-electron pathway

to OH� for the Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) catalyst, compared to

glassy carbon (12–17%) or the 20 wt% Pt/C reference (86%).

A completely different behaviour of NiFe-LDH that showed a strong

increase of H2O2 production at low overpotentials was observed.

After passing a maximum of B76% at 0.45 V vs. RHE, the

production rate of H2O2 drops and the kinetics change to a

4e� transfer reaction to OH� at 0.1 V vs. RHE. Evaluation of the

number of transferred electrons during the reaction further

revealed an almost ideal 4-electron transfer over the full potential

range for all Fe–N–C based catalysts (Fig. 3d). Furthermore, we

confirmed O2 production during OER for NiFe-LDH via RRDE

measurements as presented in the ESI,† Fig. S11. Therefore we

kept the potential at 0.31 V vs. RHE to reduce the oxygen to HO2
�.

We further determined an efficiency of almost 100% at 1.5 V vs.

RHE. At higher potentials the faradaic efficiency drops, which can

be explained by mass transfer limitations of the gaseous oxygen

produced at the disk.

Unitized fuel cell/electrolyzer
performance

Unitized alkaline exchange membrane-based single-cell fuel

cell/electrolyzer measurements were carried out to study the

catalyst performance under real conditions (Fig. 4a). Alternating

fuel cell/electrolyzer polarization tests revealed an unprecedented

activity for the noble metal-free Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) positive

electrode material rivaling the Ir catalyst. Platinum, as expected,

showed excellent fuel cell but poor electrolyzer performance

(Fig. 4b).

In Fig. 4c a cell stability test is presented for the Fe–N–C/

NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) catalyst, where the polarization curves were

recorded in alternating fuel cell and electrolyzer modes. The

fuel cell activity decreased gradually after each cycle. The initial

round trip efficiency (RTE) decreased from 50% to 45% in the

second cycle. This was superior to the performance of the two

noble-metal reference catalysts (Fig. S14, ESI†), indicating a higher

reversibility of the bifunctional two-component catalyst.

To evaluate stability we conducted a long term RDE measure-

ment. Fig. 4d presents a 24 h galvanostatic RDE stability test

of the Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) catalyst. Currents were held for

1 h, alternating between the fuel cell and electrolyzer modes.

Fig. 3 (a) Rotating Ring Disk Electrode (RRDE) selectivity measurements;
(b) reaction pathways of the ORR; (c) faradaic HO2

� selectivities of Fe–N–C
(green), Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) (red), Pt (grey), and carbon (dashed line,);
and (d) the number of transferred electrons as a function of electrode potential.

Fig. 4 Full alkaline exchange membrane (AEM)-based unitized MEA
fuel/electrolysis cell measurements: (a) polarization curves for the first fuel
cell/electrolysis cycle with platinum as the hydrogen catalyst, and platinum
(grey), iridium (blue) and the Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) as the oxygen
catalysts. (b) Comparison of geometric activities of the three unitized cells.
(c) Three consecutive fuel cell/electrolyzer cycles using the Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH
(3 : 1) catalyst, inset: round trip efficiency (RTE) for the first two cycles.
(d) 24 h RDE stability measurement of unitized fuel/electrolysis cell
using the Fe–N–C/NiFe-LDH (3 : 1) catalyst. Unitized fuel cell/electrolyzer
performance.
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To reduce bubble formation the OER current was held at

4 mA cm�2 and the ORR current was held at �3 mA cm�2,

which represents approximately the half wave potential (E1/2)

at 1600 rpm.

Clearly, the OER cell potentials remained constant and

stable for the entire 24 h test highlighting the stability of the

NiFe-LDH OER system. The slightly larger performance drop in

fuel cell mode is consistent with the data from Fig. 4c and the

RDE data. The oxygen reduction potential decreased per each

OER/ORR cycle until it remained constant at approximately

0.3 V. We attribute this to the electrochemical oxidation of the

active Fe–N–C sites combined with electrochemical carbon

corrosion which is also indicated by the strong activity decrease

during OER for the Fe–N–C catalyst presented in Fig. S13 (ESI†).49

We believe that stronger graphitization at a higher temperature

could prevent the strong degradation of this material. Further

TEM and SEAD measurements of the two-component system

indicated beside a strong agglomeration an increased crystallinity

and nanoparticle formation after the electrochemical treatment

(Fig. S8, ESI†).

In conclusion, we present a microwave-assisted synthesis of

highly OER active NiFe-LDH. Physical mixing with a Fe–N–C

catalyst in a highly active bifunctional oxygen electrode catalyst

for use at unitized oxygen electrodes. This catalyst exhibited the

lowest combined OER/ORR overpotential ever recorded in

0.1 M KOH. RRDE investigation showed high ORR selectivity.

Beyond RDE screenings, we further reported anion exchange

membrane electrode assembly tests (AEM-MEA) in a reversible

electrolyzer. The non-noble mixture catalysts outperformed Pt

and rivaled Ir reference catalysts. During alternating electrolyzer

and fuel cell tests the ORR cell performance revealed a larger

degradation compared to the OER cell performance, suggesting

that the OER potentials damage the carbon-based Fe–N–C ORR

active sites, which might be improved by stronger graphitization

using a higher annealing temperature or replacing the graphitic

Fe–N–C catalyst by Fe–N doped graphene.
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